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2 DYBVIG, HIEB, AND BRUGGEMANforcing this condition.A problem of equal practical importance is that Lisp macro systems can-not track source code through the macro-expansion process. Reliable corre-lation of source code and macro-expanded code is necessary if the compiler,run-time system, and debugger are to communicate with the programmerin terms of the original source program. The e�ort invested in compilersto correlate source and optimized object code [7, 14, 19] is wasted if themacro expander loses the correlation of source and expanded code beforecompilation begins. The correlation techniques applied to optimizing com-pilers do not extend to macro processors because these techniques requirethat the entire set of possible code transformations be known a priori.This article presents a macro system for Scheme that enforces hygieneautomatically while maintaining the correlation between source and objectcode. The macro system supports macros written in a general purpose pro-gramming language (Scheme) as well as macros written in high-level pat-tern languages such as extend-syntax [8, 15, 16] and syntax-rules [6].Local macros are referentially transparent in the sense that free identi�ersappearing in the output of a local macro are scoped where the macro de�ni-tion appears [5]. No keywords are reserved; keywords for core forms such aslambda as well as macro keywords de�ned by the program can be rebound,either as new macro keywords or as variables. The system supports a con-trolled form of identi�er capture that allows most common \capturing"macros to be written without violating the spirit of hygiene. The systemis based on a new representation for syntactic expressions and a new algo-rithm for implementing syntactic transformations. The algorithm has at itscore a modi�ed version of the Kohlbecker, Friedman, Felleisen, and Duba(KFFD) algorithm. Unlike the KFFD algorithm, the new algorithm addsonly constant overhead to the macro expansion process.Other systems have been proposed that share some of the features listedabove; many of these systems are described in the following section. Noother system proposed to date, however,� enforces hygiene with constant overhead for macros written in a fullgeneral-purpose language,� solves the source-object correlation problem for variables and con-stants as well as structured expressions,� supplies a hygiene-preserving mechanism for controlled identi�er cap-ture,� maintains referential transparency for all local macros, or� provides automatic syntax checking, input destructuring, and outputrestructuring for low-level macros.The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 discussesrelated work. Section 3 describes the interface to our macro system and



SYNTACTIC ABSTRACTION IN SCHEME 3examples of its use. Section 4 describes our algorithm. It begins with a vari-ant of the KFFD algorithm applied to abstract syntax, demonstrates howdelaying part of the work of this algorithm reduces expansion overhead to aconstant, describes how controlled identi�er captures are implemented, andshows how the correlation between source and object code is maintained.Section 5 summarizes the article and presents our conclusions.2. BackgroundInadvertent capturing of identi�er references occurs in one of two ways.First, an identi�er binding introduced by a macro can capture referencesto identi�ers of the same name within the subexpressions of the macro call.For example, consider the expression1(let ((t \okay"))(or2 #f t))where or2 is a two-subexpression version of or to be expanded as follows(or2 e1 e2)) (let ((t e1)) (if t t e2))The expression should evaluate to \okay". A naive expansion of the ex-pression, however, produces(let ((t \okay"))(let ((t #f))(if t t t)))This evaluates to #f, since the reference to t in the macro call is capturedby the binding for t inserted during expansion.Second, an identi�er reference introduced by a macro can be capturedby identi�er bindings for the same name within the context of the macrocall. For example, the expression(let ((if #f))(or2 if \okay"))should also evaluate to \okay"2, but a naive expansion produces1For readability, keywords are shown in boldface, variables in italic, and constants inRoman.2This example presumes that keywords, such as if, are not reserved.



4 DYBVIG, HIEB, AND BRUGGEMAN(let ((if #f))(let ((t if ))(if t t \okay")))This results in an attempt to apply the nonprocedure #f, causing a run-time error.Various ad hoc techniques have been developed to help prevent unin-tended identi�er captures. Capturing problems have been avoided by usinggenerated names, special naming conventions, or the careful use of lexi-cal scoping combined with local procedure de�nitions. With each of thesetechniques, the programmer must do something special to avoid captur-ing, making capturing the default even though capturing is rarely desired.What is worse, macros that can cause unintended captures often do not doso immediately but lie dormant, waiting for an unsuspecting programmerto insert just the right (wrong!) identi�er name into a macro call or itscontext.This insidious problem was �rst addressed by Kohlbecker, Friedman,Felleisen, and Duba [17], who present an algorithm in which the macrosystem automatically renames bound variables to prevent inadvertent cap-turing. The fundamental notion underlying the KFFD algorithm is alphaequivalence, which equates terms that di�er only in the names of boundvariables. Alpha equivalence is the basis of Barendregt's variable conven-tion, which assumes that the bound variables in terms used in de�nitionsand proofs are always chosen to be di�erent from the free variables [2, page26]. The KFFD algorithm respects the variable convention and thus issaid to be \hygienic." It traverses each expression after it is rewritten inorder to give identi�ers \time stamps," which are used during alpha con-version to distinguish identi�ers that are introduced at di�erent times inthe transformation process. Unfortunately, since the algorithm completelytraverses each expression after it is rewritten, the time complexity of themacro expansion process increases from linear to quadratic with respect tothe number of expressions present in the source code or introduced duringmacro expansion. This is a serious problem for large programs that makeheavy use of macros, i.e., nearly all large Scheme programs.Clinger and Rees [5] present an algorithm for hygienic macro transfor-mations that does not have the quadratic time complexity of the KFFDalgorithm. Their algorithm marks only the new identi�ers introduced ateach iteration of the macro transformation process, rather than all of theidenti�ers as in the KFFD algorithm. Their system, however, allows macrosto be written only in a restricted high-level speci�cation language in whichit is easy to determine where new identi�ers will appear in the outputof a macro. Since some macros cannot be expressed using this language,



SYNTACTIC ABSTRACTION IN SCHEME 5they have developed a low-level interface that requires new identi�ers to bemarked explicitly [4].Bawden and Rees [3] approach the capturing problem from a di�erentangle. Rather than providing automatic hygiene, their system forces theprogrammer to make explicit decisions about the resolution of free iden-ti�er references and the scope of identi�er bindings. Borrowing from thenotion that procedures can be represented by closures that encapsulate lex-ical environments, they allow the programmer to create syntactic closuresthat encapsulate syntactic environments. The result is a system that allowsthe programmer to avoid unwanted capturing. Unlike traditional closures,however, syntactic closures and their environments must be constructedexplicitly. As a result, the mechanism is di�cult to use and de�nitions cre-ated using it are hard to understand and verify. Hanson [13] alleviates thisproblem somewhat by demonstrating that the restricted high-level speci�-cation language supported by Clinger and Rees can be built on top of anextended version of syntactic closures.For a large class of macros, those that cannot be written in this high-level speci�cation language, both the Clinger/Rees and syntactic closuresapproaches place responsibility for enforcing hygiene on the macro writerrather than on the underlying transformation algorithm. Furthermore, thepattern matching, destructuring, and restructuring facilities provided bythe speci�cation language must be completely abandoned for the same classof macros. Both low-level interfaces are completely di�erent in style andusage from the high-level speci�cation language.Macros de�ned in the high-level speci�cation language are referentiallytransparent [18] in the sense that a macro-introduced identi�er refers to thebinding lexically visible where the macro de�nition appears rather than tothe top-level binding or to the binding visible where the macro call appears.This extends hygiene to local macros, which were not supported by theKFFD algorithm. Like automatic hygiene, this transparency is not presentin either the syntactic closures or the Clinger/Rees low-level interfaces.Gri�n [12] describes a theory of syntactic de�nitions in the context ofinteractive proof development systems. He supports high-level de�nitionsof derived notations in such a way that the de�nitions have certain formalproperties that make them easy to reason about. As a result, however, hissystem is very restrictive with respect to the sort of macros that can bede�ned.Dybvig, Friedman, and Haynes [10, 11] address the source-object correla-tion problem, demonstrating that their proposed macro expansion protocol,expansion-passing style, is capable of maintaining source-object correlationeven in the presence of arbitrary user-de�ned macros. Their mechanism,however, does not enforce hygiene and handles only structured expressions;



6 DYBVIG, HIEB, AND BRUGGEMANin particular, it does not handle variable references.The Revised4 Report on Scheme [6] includes an appendix that contains aproposed macro system for Scheme. The high-level system (syntax-rules)described therein is a version of Kohlbecker's extend-syntax [8, 15, 16]with the same restrictions imposed by Clinger and Rees [5]. The revised-report appendix also describes a low-level system that, although it auto-matically preserves hygiene and referential transparency, requires manualdestructuring of the input and restructuring of the output. The low-levelsystem described in the revised-report appendix was proposed by the au-thors of this article and is the predecessor of the system described here. Thenew system provides only a high-level pattern language, similar to the oneprovided by syntax-rules, which is nonetheless powerful enough to pro-vide the functionality of a \low-level" system while maintaining automatichygiene, referential transparency, and source-object correlation.3. The languageThe macro system supports the set of syntactic forms and procedures shownin Figure 1. Each of these forms and procedures is described in this section.All extended syntactic forms, or macro calls, take the form(keyword subform : : : )where keyword is an identi�er that names a macro. The syntax of eachsubform is determined by the macro and can vary signi�cantly from macroto macro3. When the macro expander encounters a macro call, the macrocall expression is passed to the associated transformer to be processed. Theexpansion process is repeated for the result returned by the transformeruntil no macro calls remain.New syntactic forms, or macros, are de�ned by associating keywords withtransformation procedures, or transformers. Top-level syntactic de�nitionsare created using de�ne-syntax.(de�ne-syntax keyword transformer-expression)transformer-expression must be an expression that evaluates to a trans-former.The scope of syntactic de�nitions can be limited by using the lexical bind-ing forms let-syntax and letrec-syntax4. In both cases keyword denotes3Although not shown, macro calls can also take the form of improper lists.4Also, internal de�ne-syntax forms may appear wherever internal de�ne forms arepermitted, in which case the de�nitions behave as if introduced by letrec-syntax.



SYNTACTIC ABSTRACTION IN SCHEME 7Macro calls:(keyword subform : : : )Macro de�nition and binding:(de�ne-syntax keyword transformer-expression)(let-syntax ((keyword transformer-expression) : : : ) body)(letrec-syntax ((keyword transformer-expression) : : : ) body)Destructuring and restructuring:(syntax-case input-expression (literal : : : )(pattern fender expression): : : )(syntax template)(syntax-object->datum syntax-object)(datum->syntax-object identi�er datum)Predicates:(identi�er? object)(free-identi�er=? identi�er1 identi�er2)(bound-identi�er=? identi�er1 identi�er2)Figure 1: Syntactic forms and procedures provided by the macro system.new syntax in body; for letrec-syntax the binding scope also includes eachtransformer-expression.(let-syntax ((keyword transformer-expression) : : : ) body)(letrec-syntax ((keyword transformer-expression) : : : ) body)At the language level, the fundamental characteristic of the macro sys-tem is the abstract nature of the arguments passed to macro transformers.The argument to a macro transformer is a syntax object. A syntax ob-ject contains contextual information about an expression in addition to itsstructure. This contextual information is used by the expander to maintainhygiene and referential transparency. Traditional Lisp macro systems useordinary list-structured data to represent syntax. Although such list struc-tures are convenient to manipulate, crucial syntactic information cannot bemaintained. For example, the ability to distinguish between di�erent iden-ti�ers that share the same name is of paramount importance. Informationto allow these distinctions to be drawn is contained within each abstractsyntax object, so that transformers can compare identi�ers according totheir intended use as free identi�ers, bound identi�ers, or symbolic data.



8 DYBVIG, HIEB, AND BRUGGEMANSyntax objects may contain other syntactic information that is not ofdirect interest to the macro writer. In our system, for example, syntaxobjects can contain source annotations that allow the evaluator to correlatethe �nal object code with the original source code that produced it. Or,as discussed in Section 4, syntax objects may contain information that fore�ciency reasons has not yet been fully processed.Transformers decompose their input using syntax-case and rebuild theiroutput using syntax. A syntax-case expression takes the following form:(syntax-case input-expression (literal : : : ) clause : : : )Each clause takes one of the following two forms:(pattern output-expression)(pattern fender output-expression)syntax-case �rst evaluates input-expression, then attempts to match theresulting value with the pattern from the �rst clause. This value is usually asyntax object, but it may be any Scheme list structure. If the value matchesthe pattern, and there is no fender present, output-expression is evaluatedand its value returned as the value of the syntax-case expression. If thevalue does not match the pattern, the value is compared against the nextclause, and so on. An error is signaled if the value does not match any ofthe patterns.Patterns consist of list structures, identi�ers, and constants. Each iden-ti�er within a pattern is either a literal, a pattern variable, or an ellipsis.The identi�er ... is an ellipsis. Any identi�er other than ... is a literalif it appears in the list of literals (literal : : : ) in the syntax-case expres-sion; otherwise it is a pattern variable. Literals serve as auxiliary keywords,such as else in case and cond expressions. List structure within a pat-tern speci�es the basic structure required of the input, pattern variablesspecify arbitrary substructure, and literals and constants specify atomicpieces that must match exactly. Ellipses specify repeated occurrences ofthe subpatterns they follow.An input form F matches a pattern P if and only if� P is a pattern variable; or� P is a literal identi�er and F is an identi�er with the same binding;or� P is a pattern list (P1 : : : Pn) and F is a list of n forms that matchP1 through Pn, respectively; or� P is an improper pattern list (P1 P2 : : : Pn . Pn+1) and F is a list orimproper list of n or more forms that match P1 through Pn, respec-tively, and whose nth \cdr" matches Pn+1; or



SYNTACTIC ABSTRACTION IN SCHEME 9� P is of the form (P1 : : : Pn Pn+1 ...) where F is a proper list of atleast n elements, the �rst n of which match P1 through Pn, respec-tively, and each remaining element of F matches Pn+1; or� P is a pattern datum5 and F is equal to P in the sense of the equal?procedure.If the optional fender is present, it serves as an additional constraint onacceptance of a clause. If the value of input-expression matches the patternfor a given clause, the corresponding fender is evaluated. If fender evaluatesto a true value, the clause is accepted; otherwise the clause is rejected asif the input had failed to match the pattern. Fenders are logically a partof the matching process, i.e., they specify additional matching constraintsbeyond the basic structure of an expression.Pattern variables contained within a clause's pattern are bound to the cor-responding pieces of the input value within the clause's fender (if present)and output-expression. Pattern variables occupy the same name space asprogram variables and keywords; bindings created by syntax-case canshadow (and be shadowed by) program variable and keyword bindings aswell as other pattern variable bindings. Pattern variables, however, canbe referenced only within syntax expressions. Scheme syntax expressionshave the following form:(syntax template)A syntax form returns a Scheme object in much the same way as quoteor quasiquote, with two important di�erences: the values of pattern vari-ables appearing within template are inserted into template, and contextualsyntactic information contained within template is retained. All list struc-ture within template remains ordinary list structure in the output, and allother items (including identi�ers that do not represent pattern variables)are inserted without further interpretation. Contextual information asso-ciated with the values of inserted pattern variables and any nonlist itemsfrom the template is retained in the output.A template is a pattern variable, a literal identi�er, a pattern datum, alist of subtemplates (S1 : : : Sn), or an improper list (S1 S2 : : : Sn . T ). Eachsubtemplate Si is either a template or a template followed by an ellipsis.The �nal element T of an improper subtemplate list is a template.A subtemplate followed by an ellipsis expands into zero or more occur-rences of the subtemplate. The subtemplate must contain at least onepattern variable that was in a subpattern followed by an ellipsis in the in-put. (Otherwise, the expander could not determine how many times the5A pattern datum is any nonlist, nonsymbol datum.



10 DYBVIG, HIEB, AND BRUGGEMANsubform should be repeated in the output.) This generalizes in a naturalway to nested ellipses [8]. There is one exception to this rule: the spe-cial template (... ... ) expands into ... . This is used by macro-de�ningmacros to introduce ellipses into the de�ned macros. (See the de�nition ofbe-like-begin later in this section.)A pattern variable that occurs in a syntax template is replaced by thesubform it matched in the syntax-case expression that established thepattern variable's binding. Pattern variables that occur in subpatternsfollowed by one or more ellipses may occur only in subtemplates that arefollowed by (at least) as many ellipses. These pattern variables are replacedin the output by the subforms they matched in the input, distributed asspeci�ed.The de�nition for or below demonstrates the use of de�ne-syntax,syntax-case, and syntax.(de�ne-syntax or(lambda (x )(syntax-case x ()(( ) (syntax #f))(( e) (syntax e))(( e1 e2 e3 ...)(syntax (let ((t e1 )) (if t t (or e2 e3 ...))))))))The input patterns specify that the input must consist of the keyword6and zero or more subexpressions. If there is more than one subexpression(third clause), the expanded code must both test the value of the �rstsubexpression and return the value if it is not false. In order to avoidevaluating the expression twice, the macro introduces a binding for thetemporary variable t. Because the expansion algorithm maintains hygieneautomatically, this binding is visible only within code introduced by themacro and not within subforms of the macro call.The combined expressive power of syntax-case, syntax, and patternvariables renders a low-level macro system unnecessary. Unlike restrictedrewrite-rule systems such as the Revised4 Report on Scheme syntax-rulessystem, input patterns are associated with output expressions rather thanoutput templates. Arbitrary transformations may be performed since anoutput expression may be any Scheme expression. The only restriction is6An underscore, which is an ordinary pattern variable, is used by convention for thekeyword position to remind the macro writer and anyone reading the macro de�nitionthat the keyword position never fails to contain the expected keyword and need not bematched.



SYNTACTIC ABSTRACTION IN SCHEME 11that \raw" symbols cannot appear in the output of a transformer; identi-�ers must be introduced using syntax (or datum->syntax-object, which isdescribed later). Unlike other low-level proposals, syntax-case relieves theprogrammer of the tedium of pattern matching, destructuring, and restruc-turing expressions, and it provides a level of syntax checking that macroprogrammers usually do not provide.The functionality of syntax-rules is subsumed by syntax-case. In fact,syntax-rules is easily de�ned as a macro:(de�ne-syntax syntax-rules(lambda (x )(syntax-case x ()(( (i ...) ((keyword . pattern) template) ...)(syntax (lambda (x )(syntax-case x (i ...)((dummy . pattern) (syntax template))...)))))))The unreferenced pattern variable dummy is used in place of each keywordsince the Revised4 Report on Scheme requires that the �rst position of eachsyntax-rules pattern be ignored. Just as the binding for t was not visiblein e2 e3 ... in or above, the pattern variable binding for dummy is notvisible within template.Although the examples in this article employ syntax-case rather thansyntax-rules, some could use syntax-rules, and the choice of which touse in those cases is a matter of taste.Local macro de�nitions are referentially transparent in the sense dis-cussed in Section 2. Identi�ers within a syntax expression, like ordinaryidenti�er references, refer to the closest enclosing lexical binding. For ex-ample,(let ((/ +))(let-syntax ((divide (lambda (x )(syntax-case x ()(( e1 e2) (syntax (/ e1 e2)))))))(let ((/ �)) (divide 6 3))))returns 9 since the / inserted by the macro divide refers to the outer letbinding, rather than 2, as would be the case if the reference were madeglobal, or 18, as would be the case if the reference were captured by theinner let binding.



12 DYBVIG, HIEB, AND BRUGGEMANIt is an error to generate a reference to an identi�er that is not presentwithin the context of a macro call, which can happen if the \closest enclos-ing lexical binding" for an identi�er inserted into the output of a macrodoes not also enclose the macro call. For example,(let-syntax ((divide (lambda (x )(let ((/ +))(syntax-case x ()(( e1 e2) (syntax (/ e1 e2))))))))(let ((/ �)) (divide 2 1)))results in an \invalid reference" error, since the occurrence of / in theoutput of divide is a reference to the variable / bound by the let expressionwithin the transformer.Symbolic names alone do not distinguish identi�ers unless the identi-�ers are used only as symbolic data. The predicates free-identi�er=? andbound-identi�er=? are used to compare identi�ers according to their in-tended use as free references or bound identi�ers in a given context. Thepredicate free-identi�er=? is used to determine whether two identi�erswould be equivalent if they appeared as free identi�ers in the output of atransformer. Because identi�er references are lexically scoped, this means(free-identi�er=? id1 id2) is true if and only if the identi�ers id1 and id2refer to the same lexical or top-level binding7 . Literal identi�ers appearingin syntax-case patterns (such as else in case and cond) are matchedusing free-identi�er=?.Similarly, the predicate bound-identi�er=? is used to determine if twoidenti�ers would be equivalent if they appeared as bound identi�ers in theoutput of a transformer. In other words, if bound-identi�er=? returns truefor two identi�ers, then a binding for one will capture references to the otherwithin its scope. In general, two identi�ers are bound-identi�er=? only ifboth are present in the original program or both are introduced by thesame macro application (perhaps implicitly; see datum->syntax-object be-low). The predicate bound-identi�er=? can be used for detecting duplicateidenti�ers in a binding construct, or for other preprocessing of a bindingconstruct that requires detecting instances of the bound identi�ers.Two identi�ers that are bound-identi�er=? are also free-identi�er=?, buttwo identi�ers that are free-identi�er=? may not be bound-identi�er=?.An identi�er introduced by a macro transformer may refer to the sameenclosing binding as an identi�er not introduced by the transformer, butan introduced binding for one will not capture references to the other.7All variables are assumed to have top-level bindings, whether de�ned (yet) or not.



SYNTACTIC ABSTRACTION IN SCHEME 13The de�nition for a simpli�ed version of cond8 below demonstrates howan auxiliary keyword, in this case else, is handled using the literals list ofsyntax-case:(de�ne-syntax cond(lambda (x )(syntax-case x (else)(( (else e1 e2 ...)) (syntax (begin e1 e2 ...)))(( (e0 e1 e2 ...)) (syntax (if e0 (begin e1 e2 ...))))(( (e0 e1 e2 ...) c1 c2 ...)(syntax (if e0 (begin e1 e2 ...) (cond c1 c2 ...)))))))The de�nition above is equivalent to the following, which looks for elseusing free-identi�er=? within a fender:(de�ne-syntax cond(lambda (x )(syntax-case x ()(( (e0 e1 e2 ...))(and (identi�er? (syntax e0 ))(free-identi�er=? (syntax e0 ) (syntax else)))(syntax (begin e1 e2 ...)))(( (e0 e1 e2 ...)) (syntax (if e0 (begin e1 e2 ...))))(( (e0 e1 e2 ...) c1 c2 ...)(syntax (if e0 (begin e1 e2 ...) (cond c1 c2 ...)))))))The predicate identi�er?, used prior to the free-identi�er=? check in thefender, returns true if and only if its argument is an identi�er.With either de�nition for cond, else is not recognized as an auxiliarykeyword if an enclosing lexical binding for else exists. For example,(let ((else #f))(cond (else (display \oops"))))does not print \oops", since else is bound locally and is therefore notfree-identi�er=? to the identi�er else appearing in the de�nition for cond.8The simpli�ed version requires at least one output expression per clause and doesnot support the auxiliary keyword =>.



14 DYBVIG, HIEB, AND BRUGGEMANThe following de�nition for unnamed let uses bound-identi�er=? to de-tect duplicate identi�ers:(de�ne-syntax let(lambda (x )(de�ne unique-ids?(lambda (ls)(or (null? ls)(and (let notmem? ((x (car ls)) (ls (cdr ls)))(or (null? ls)(and (not (bound-identi�er=? x (car ls)))(notmem? x (cdr ls)))))(unique-ids? (cdr ls))))))(syntax-case x ()(( ((i v ) ...) e1 e2 ... )(if (unique-ids? (syntax (i ...)))(syntax ((lambda (i ...) e1 e2 ...) v ...))(error (syntax-object->datum x )\duplicate identi�er found"))))))For this macro to be completely robust, it should also ensure that thebound variables are indeed identi�ers using the predicate identi�er?. Withthe de�nition for let above, the expression(let ((a 3) (a 4)) (+ a a))causes a \duplicate identi�er found" error, whereas(let-syntax ((dolet (lambda (x )(syntax-case x ()(( b) (let ((a 3) (b 4)) (+ a b)))))))(dolet a))evaluates to 7, since the identi�er a introduced by dolet and the identi�era extracted from the macro call are not bound-identi�er=?.It is also possible to compare identi�ers intended to be used as symbolicdata. The procedure syntax-object->datum strips all syntactic informationfrom a syntax object and returns the corresponding Scheme \datum." Iden-ti�ers stripped in this manner are converted to their symbolic names, whichcan then be compared with eq?. Thus, symbolic-identi�er=? might be de-�ned as follows:



SYNTACTIC ABSTRACTION IN SCHEME 15(de�ne symbolic-identi�er=?(lambda (x y)(eq? (syntax-object->datum x )(syntax-object->datum y))))Two identi�ers that are free-identi�er=? are symbolic-identi�er=?; in orderto refer to the same binding, two identi�ers must have the same name. Theconverse is not always true.It is occasionally useful to de�ne macros that introduce bindings for iden-ti�ers that are not supplied explicitly in each macro call. For example, wemight wish to de�ne a loop macro that binds the variable exit to an es-cape procedure within the loop body. Strict automatic hygiene, however,would prevent an introduced binding for exit from capturing references toexit within the loop body. Previous hygienic systems have provided mecha-nisms for explicit capturing, typically by allowing a macro to insert a symbolinto an expansion as if it were part of the original source program [17]. Un-fortunately, this means that macros cannot reliably expand into macrosthat use explicit capturing.Our system provides a more consistent way to accommodate such macros.A macro may construct implicit identi�ers that behave as if they werepresent in the macro call. Implicit identi�ers are created by providing theprocedure datum->syntax-object with a template identi�er and a symbol.The template identi�er is typically the macro keyword itself, extractedfrom the input, and the symbol is the symbolic name of the identi�er tobe constructed. The resulting identi�er behaves as if it were introducedwhen the template identi�er was introduced. For example, the loop macromentioned above may be de�ned as follows:(de�ne-syntax loop(lambda (x )(syntax-case x ()((k e1 ... )(with-syntax ((exit-id (datum->syntax-object(syntax k )'exit)))(syntax (call-with-current-continuation(lambda (exit-id )(let f () e1 ... (f ))))))))))(The with-syntax form is like let but introduces pattern variable bindingsrather than program variable bindings within the scope of its body. Itsde�nition is shown later.)



16 DYBVIG, HIEB, AND BRUGGEMANThis same mechanism may be used to create aggregate identi�er namestypically required when de�ning structure-de�nition constructs such asCommon Lisp's defstruct [1] as macros. The procedure below constructsan implicit identi�er using an aggregate name of the form \hstructurenamei-h�eld namei," from a structure name identi�er s-id and a �eld nameidenti�er f-id:(de�ne aggregate-identi�er(lambda (s-id f-id )(let ((s-sym (symbol->string (syntax-object->datum s-id )))(f-sym (symbol->string (syntax-object->datum f-id ))))(let ((sym (string->symbol (string-append s-sym \-" f-sym))))(datum->syntax-object s-id sym)))))A defstruct form would expand into a set of de�nitions, including accessorsfor each �eld whose names are constructed using aggregate-identi�er.As its name implies, datum->syntax-object can convert an arbitrary da-tum into a syntax object, i.e., the second argument need not be a sym-bol. Converting a nonsymbol datum into a syntax object has the e�ect oftreating each symbol contained within the datum as an implicit identi�er.The convenience of this feature is illustrated by the following de�nition forinclude, an expand-time version of load. (include \�lename") expandsinto a begin expression containing the expressions found in the �le namedby \�lename".(de�ne-syntax include(lambda (x )(de�ne read-�le(lambda (fn k )(let ((p (open-input-�le fn)))(let f ((x (read p)))(if (eof-object? x )(begin (close-input-port p) '())(cons (datum->syntax-object k x )(f (read p))))))))(syntax-case x ()((k �lename)(let ((fn (syntax-object->datum (syntax �lename))))(with-syntax (((exp ...) (read-�le fn (syntax k ))))(syntax (begin exp ...))))))))The de�nition for include uses datum->syntax-object to place the expres-sions read from \�lename" into the proper lexical context so that identi�er



SYNTACTIC ABSTRACTION IN SCHEME 17references and de�nitions within those expressions are scoped where theinclude form appears. For example, if the �le \f-def.ss" contains the ex-pression (de�ne f (lambda () x )), the expression(let ((x \okay"))(include \f-def.ss")(f ))evaluates to \okay".The with-syntax expression used in the loop and include examplesabove is the most convenient mechanism for establishing pattern variablebindings when no syntax matching is required. syntax-case can always beused instead, although doing so results in less readable code as illustratedby the following version of loop:(de�ne-syntax loop(lambda (x )(syntax-case x ()((k e1 ... )(syntax-case (datum->syntax-object (syntax k ) 'exit) ()(exit-id (syntax (call-with-current-continuation(lambda (exit-id )(let f () e1 ... (f )))))))))))Given that syntax-case can be used in this manner, it is not surprisingthat with-syntax can be de�ned as a macro in terms of syntax-case:(de�ne-syntax with-syntax(lambda (x )(syntax-case x ()(( ((p e0 ) ... ) e1 e2 ... )(syntax (syntax-case (list e0 ... ) ()((p ...) (begin e1 e2 ...))))))))A local macro may be written in terms of an existing syntactic form orprocedure of the same name using let-syntax. The following shows howone might restrict if expressions within a given expression to require the\else" (alternative) part:



18 DYBVIG, HIEB, AND BRUGGEMAN(let-syntax ((if (lambda (x )(syntax-case x ()(( e1 e2 e3 ) (syntax (if e1 e2 e3 )))))))(if 1 2 3))The expression above evaluates to 2. If the body were (if 1 2), however, asyntax error would be reported.Although the de�nition above looks simple enough, there are a few sub-tle ways in which an attempt to write this macro might go wrong. Ifletrec-syntax were used in place of let-syntax, the identi�er if insertedinto the local macro's output would refer to the local if rather than thetop-level if, and expansion would loop inde�nitely. If the de�nition werespeci�ed as(let-syntax ((if (lambda (x )(syntax-case x ()((if e1 e2 e3 ) (syntax (if e1 e2 e3 )))))))(if 1 2 3))expansion would again loop inde�nitely. The identi�er if appearing at thestart of the pattern is treated as a pattern variable, since it is not listedin the literals list of the syntax-case expression. Thus, it is bound to thecorresponding identi�er if from the input expression, which denotes thelocal binding of if. Placing if in the list of literals in an attempt to patchup the latter version does not work either:(let-syntax ((if (lambda (x )(syntax-case x (if )((if e1 e2 e3 ) (syntax (if e1 e2 e3 )))))))(if 1 2 3))This causes syntax-case to compare the literal if in the pattern, whichis scoped outside of the let-syntax expression, with the if in the inputexpression, which is scoped inside the let-syntax. Since they do not referto the same binding, they are not free-identi�er=?, and a syntax errorresults.The conventional use of underscore ( ) in place of the macro keywordhelps the macro writer to avoid situations like these in which the wrongidenti�er is matched against or inserted by accident.It is sometimes necessary for a macro that generates a macro de�nitionto insert one or more ellipses into the generated macro de�nition. This isdone using the \escape sequence" (... ...), as the simple example belowdemonstrates:



SYNTACTIC ABSTRACTION IN SCHEME 19(de�ne-syntax be-like-begin(lambda (x )(syntax-case x ()(( name)(syntax (de�ne-syntax name(lambda (x )(syntax-case x ()(( e0 e1 (... ... ))(syntax (begin e0 e1 (... ...))))))))))))With be-like-begin de�ned in this manner, (be-like-begin sequence)would have the same e�ect as(de�ne-syntax sequence(lambda (x )(syntax-case x ()(( e0 e1 ... )(syntax (begin e0 e1 ...))))))That is, a sequence expression would be equivalent to a begin expression.Additional syntax-case examples appear in [9].4. The algorithm4.1. Traditional macro systemsTraditional Lisp macro systems rely on programs and data having the samerepresentation, both textually and as internal structures. This shared rep-resentation is exploited not only for macro expansion but also for programevaluation; most Lisp systems provide an evaluation procedure so that pro-grams can construct and execute programs. Consequently, the concretesyntax of Lisp is best seen as consisting of internal data structures ratherthan text. We assume a concrete syntax of expressions (e 2 Exp) de�ned asa data type consisting of an unspeci�ed set of constants (c 2 Const), sym-bols (s 2 Sym), and structures built by pairing. The following signaturespeci�es the abstract data type Exp:Sym � ExpConst � Expcons : Exp� Exp! Expcar : Exp! Expcdr : Exp! Exppair? : Exp! Boolsym? : Exp! Bool



20 DYBVIG, HIEB, AND BRUGGEMANexpand : Exp � Env ! ExpandedExpexpand (e; r) =case parse(e; r) of:constant (c) ! symbolic-data(c);variable(s) ! variable(s);application(e1; e2) ! application(expand (e1; r); expand(e2; r));symbolic-data(e) ! symbolic-data(e);function(s; e) ! function(s; expand (e; r[s := Variable]));macro-application(s; e) ! expand (t(e); r) where t = r(s)Figure 2: A traditional macro-expansion algorithm.The subset Sym (symbols) of Exp are atomic elements. Const includes suchtraditional Lisp constants as booleans, numbers and the empty list. Thevariables e, s, and c range over Exp, Sym and Const, respectively. Theusual equations for elements of Exp hold:car(cons(e1; e2)) = e1cdr(cons(e1; e2)) = e2pair? (cons(e1; e2)) = Truesym? (cons(e1; e2)) = Falsepair? (s) = Falsesym?(s) = Truepair? (c) = Falsesym? (c) = FalseFigure 2 shows a traditional expansion algorithm for a simpli�ed lan-guage. The expander is assumed to be part of a standard evaluation processwhere the value of a program e is obtained by eval(expand(e; rinit)). Thesymbols quote and lambda are bound to Special in the initial expansionenvironment rinit; all other symbols are bound to Variable.r 2 Env = Sym! Transformer+ fVariableg+ fSpecialgt 2 Transformer = Exp! ExpMacro expansion and parsing are inextricably intertwined in Lisp. Al-though Figure 2 shows the expander driving the parser, the relationshipcould just as well be reversed. The parser is shown in Figure 3. Patternmatching is used to hide the details of accessing the expression parts. Theconstructors (such as symbolic-data) used to communicate the output of theparser to the expander are not fully speci�ed (their de�nition is trivial).



SYNTACTIC ABSTRACTION IN SCHEME 21parse : Exp � Env! ParsedExpparse([[c]]; r) = constant (c)parse([[s]]; r) = variable(s) if r(s) = Variableparse([[(e1 e2)]]; r) = application(e1; e2) if e1 =2 Symparse([[(s e)]]; r) = application(s; e) if r(s) = Variableparse([[(s e)]]; r) = macro-application(s; e) if r(s) 2 Transformerparse([[(quote e)]]; r) = symbolic-data(e) if r([[quote]]) = Specialparse([[(lambda s e)]]; r) = function(s; e) if r([[lambda]]) = SpecialFigure 3: A traditional macro-expansion parser.The constructors of ExpandedExp are used to communicate the output ofthe expander to the evaluator.This expansion algorithm clearly has serious hygiene problems. It doesnot prevent free identi�ers inserted by a macro application from being cap-tured by program bindings, nor does it prevent bindings introduced bymacros from capturing free identi�ers in the program.4.2. A substitution-based macro systemIn the �-calculus, alpha conversion is used to circumvent hygiene problemscaused by program transformations. Since the actual name of a bound vari-able is immaterial, a binding expression can be converted into an equivalentexpression in which di�erent names are used for the bound variables. Ouralgorithm uses alpha conversion to preserve hygiene during macro expan-sion.Whether an identi�er is being used as symbolic data or as a program vari-able, pattern variable, or keyword cannot be determined until after macroexpansion. Since the name of an identi�er used as symbolic data is impor-tant, naive alpha conversion is not viable in traditional macro expansionalgorithms. Our algorithm makes alpha conversion possible by abandoningthe traditional Lisp identi�cation of variables and symbols. Instead, we in-troduce a new type of object, the identi�er, which maintains both symbolicnames and binding names until an identi�er's role in a program is deter-mined. Alpha conversion is accomplished by replacing only the bindingnames of bound identi�ers.Figure 4 shows the substitution-based macro-expansion algorithm. Theparser, shown in Figure 5, has been modi�ed to operate on identi�ers ratherthan symbols and to recognize several new forms: let-syntax, letrec-syntax, syntax, and plambda. To simplify the presentation, let-syntax



22 DYBVIG, HIEB, AND BRUGGEMANexpand : Exp � Env ! ExpandedExpexpand (e; r) =case parse(e; r) of:variable(i) ! variable(resolve(i));application(e1; e2) ! application(expand (e1; r); expand (e2; r));symbolic-data(e) ! symbolic-data(strip(e));syntax-data (e) ! symbolic-data(e);function(i; e) ! function(s; expand (subst(e; i; s); r0))where r0 = r[s := Variable] and s is fresh;pfunction(i; e) ! function(s; expand (subst(e; i; s); r0))where r0 = r[s := PVariable] and s is fresh;macro-application(i; e) ! expand (mark (t(mark(e;m));m); r)where t = r(resolve(i)) and m is fresh;syntax-binding (i; e1; e2) ! expand (subst (e2; i; s); r[s := t])where t = eval(expand (e1; r)) and s is fresh;rec-syntax-binding(i; e1; e2) ! expand (subst (e2; i; s); r[s := t])where t = eval(expand (subst(e1; i; s); r))and s is freshFigure 4: A substitution-based macro-expansion algorithm.and letrec-syntax are each restricted to a single binding. We have alsorestricted the subform of a syntax expression to a single identi�er. If theidenti�er is a pattern variable, the syntax form evaluates to the value ofthe pattern variable; otherwise, the result is the identi�er itself. The un-restricted version is a straightforward generalization. We have also chosento add plambda, which binds a single pattern variable within it's body,rather than syntax-case, which can be de�ned in terms of plambda andexpose, which is de�ned later. Pattern variables are bound to PVariable inthe expansion environment.Env = Sym! Transformer+ fVariableg+ fPVariableg+ fSpecialgThe function resolve is used by expand to complete alpha substitutionand determine the actual binding name of an identi�er. The binding nameis used in the output for program variables and to look up transformers forsyntactic keywords. When expanding a binding expression, subst replacesthe binding name of the bound identi�er with a fresh binding name. Todistinguish new identi�ers introduced by a transformer, both input to thetransformer and output from the transformer are freshly marked. Sinceidentical marks cancel each other, only new syntax retains the mark9. The9For the simpli�ed language considered here it would be adequate to mark only the



SYNTACTIC ABSTRACTION IN SCHEME 23parse : Exp � Env! ParsedExpparse([[c]]; r) = symbolic-data(c)parse([[i]]; r) = variable(i) if r(resolve(i)) = Variableparse([[(e1 e2)]]; r) = application(e1; e2) if e1 =2 Symparse([[(i e)]]; r) = application(i; e)if r(resolve(i)) = Variableparse([[(i e)]]; r) = macro-application(i; e)if r(resolve(i)) 2 Transformerparse([[(quote e)]]; r) = symbolic-data(e) if r([[quote]]) = Specialparse([[(lambda i e)]]; r) = function(i; e) if r([[lambda]]) = Specialparse([[(plambda i e)]]; r) = pfunction(i; e)if r([[plambda]]) = Specialparse([[(syntax i)]]; r) = syntax-data(i)if r(resolve(i)) 6= PVariableparse([[(syntax i)]]; r) = variable(i) if r(resolve(i)) = PVariableparse([[(let-syntax (i e1) e2)]]; r) = syntax-binding (i; e1; e2)if r([[let-syntax]]) = Specialparse([[(letrec-syntax (i e1) e2)]]; r) = rec-syntax-binding(i; e1; e2)if r([[letrec-syntax]]) = SpecialFigure 5: A substitution-based macro-expansion parser.expander handles two sorts of data, symbolic (introduced by quote expres-sions) and syntactic (introduced by syntax expressions). Symbolic data isstripped of identi�er substitutions and markings, whereas syntactic data isleft intact.Since mark and subst both generate elements of Exp, they can be treatedas constructors in an extended Exp algebra.mark : Exp�Mark ! Expsubst : Exp� Ident � Sym! ExpMarks (m 2 Mark) can be any countably in�nite set. Identi�ers (i 2 Ident)are a subset of the expanded Exp domain. An identi�er is a symbol thathas been subjected to zero or more marking and substitution operations.That is, an identi�er is a symbol s, a marked identi�er mark (i;m), or asubstitution subst(i1; i2; s). The intent of subst(e; i; s) is to replace thebinding name of the identi�er i in the expression e with the symbol s.input to the transformer. This approach, however, would not work for more complexlanguage constructs in which internal de�nitions are expanded separately and then re-combined into a binding expression. It would also cause complexity problems for thedelayed substitution mechanism described in Section 4.4.



24 DYBVIG, HIEB, AND BRUGGEMANSince marking and substitution operations are of interest only insofar asthey a�ect identi�ers, it is convenient to think of them as identity operationson constants and as being immediately propagated to the components of apair. For now, we assume that this is the case, although later we abandonthis assumption in order to avoid complexity problems.mark(c;m) = c (1)subst(c; i; s) = c (2)mark (cons(e1; e2); m) = cons(mark(e1; m);mark(e2; m)) (3)subst(cons(e1; e2); i; s) = cons(subst(e1; i; s); subst(e2; i; s)) (4)The function resolve is used to determine the binding name of an identi-�er. It resolves substitutions using the criterion that a substitution shouldtake place if and only if both identi�ers have the same marks and the samebinding name. resolve : Ident ! Symresolve(s) = sresolve(mark(i;m)) = resolve(i)resolve(subst(i1; i2; s)) = 8<: s if marksof (i1) = marksof (i2)and resolve(i1) = resolve(i2)resolve(i1) otherwiseThe auxiliary function marksof determines an identi�er's mark set:marksof : Ident ! MarkSetmarksof (s) = ;marksof (mark(i;m)) = marksof (i) [� fmgmarksof (subst(i1; i2; s)) = marksof (i1)The operator [� forms an exclusive union, which cancels identical marks.The function strip simply undoes marking and substitution operations:strip : Exp! Expstrip(s) = sstrip(c) = cstrip(cons(e1; e2)) = cons(strip(e1); strip(e2))strip(mark(e;m)) = strip(e)strip(subst(e; i; s)) = strip(e)Two identi�ers i1 and i2 are free-identi�er=? if and only if resolve(i1) =resolve(i2). Two identi�ers i1 and i2 are bound-identi�er=? if and only ifresolve(subst(i1; i2; s)) = s for a fresh symbol s.



SYNTACTIC ABSTRACTION IN SCHEME 25So far the Exp algebra has been considered abstractly. A concrete alge-bra must ensure that the primitive accessors behave as speci�ed. By virtueof equations (1){(4), constants and pairs can use traditional representa-tions. Identi�ers can be represented as distinguished triples of the formhs1; s2; fm : : :gi, where s1 is the symbolic name, s2 is the binding name,and fm : : :g is a (possibly empty) set of marks. This representation takesadvantage of strip requiring only the symbolic name of an identi�er andresolve requiring only the �nal binding name of an identi�er. Intermedi-ate substitutions and substitutions that cannot succeed can be discardedwithout a�ecting the behavior of the accessors. The mark set for an identi-�er i is just marksof (i). Marks can be represented as integers. Given thisrepresentation of identi�ers, implementation of the primitive operators isstraightforward. mark (i;m) adds its mark to the mark �eld of i unless itis already present, in which case it removes it. subst(i1; i2; s) replaces thebinding name �eld of i1 with s if the binding names and the marks of i1and i2 are the same, otherwise it leaves the identi�er unchanged. strip(i)extracts the symbolic name of an identi�er, whereas resolve(i) extracts thebinding name of an identi�er.For example, consider the expansion of the expression(let ((if #f)) (or2 if t))where or2 is the two-subexpression version of or from Section 2, de�nedas follows:(de�ne-syntax or2(lambda (x )(syntax-case x ()(( e1 e2 )(syntax (let ((t e1 )) (if t t e2 )))))))The expression should evaluate to the top-level value of the variable t, as-suming that t is bound at top-level. As the expansion unfolds, observe howsubstitution and marking prevent the binding for if in the source expressionfrom interfering with the macro's use of if and the macro's binding for tfrom interfering with the source expression's reference to t.For simplicity, we assume that let is handled directly by the expander;with a little more tedium we could �rst expand it into the correspondinglambda application.As described above, identi�ers are represented as ordered triples:



26 DYBVIG, HIEB, AND BRUGGEMANhoriginal name; binding name; fmark : : :giThe original input is thus(hlet; let; fgi ((hif; if; fgi #f))(hor2; or2; fgi hif; if; fgi ht; t; fgi))On the �rst step, since let has no binding other than its original bind-ing in the top-level environment, the bound variable from the outer letexpression is replaced with the generated name G1, and the occurrence ofthe identi�er within the scope of the let expression is replaced with a newidenti�er that contains both the generated and original names:(let ((G1 #f))(hor2; or2; fgi hif;G1; fgi ht; t; fgi))Existence of this binding for G1 is also recorded in the lexical expand-timeenvironment. Next, the transformer for or2 is invoked, with identi�ers inits input marked by mark m1:(hor2; or2; fm1gi hif;G1; fm1gi ht; t; fm1gi)The transformer for or2 produces(hlet; let; fgi ((ht; t; fgi hif;G1; fm1gi))(hif; if; fgi ht; t; fgi ht; t; fgi ht; t; fm1gi))Next, within the output from the or2 transformer, identi�ers not markedwithm1 are so marked while them1 mark is removed from the others (sinceidentical marks cancel).(hlet; let; fm1gi ((ht; t; fm1gi hif;G1; fgi))(hif; if; fm1gi ht; t; fm1gi ht; t; fm1gi ht; t; fgi))Only the binding name is relevant when an identi�er's binding is determinedin the expand-time environment, so even though the mark m1 has beenattached to the identi�er let, it still resolves to the top-level de�nition forlet. Therefore, the bound identi�er is replaced with a generated name andoccurrences of the identi�er (with the same binding name and marks) arereplaced with a new identi�er within the scope of the let expression:



SYNTACTIC ABSTRACTION IN SCHEME 27(let ((G2 hif;G1; fgi))(hif; if; fm1gi ht;G2; fm1gi ht;G2; fm1gi ht; t; fgi))Existence of this binding for G2 is also recorded in the lexical expand-timeenvironment, which still also holds a record of the binding for G1.Since G1 is recorded as a lexically bound variable in the expand-timeenvironment, the occurrence of hif;G1; fgi expands into a reference to G1.Thus, the output expression so far consists of(let ((G1 #f))(let ((G2 G1))(hif; if; fm1gi ht;G2; fm1gi ht;G2; fm1gi ht; t; fgi)))with the last line as yet unexpanded. Since the binding name of the iden-ti�er hif; if; fm1gi is if, the last line is recognized as an if expression:(let ((G1 #f))(let ((G2 G1))(if ht;G2; fm1gi ht;G2; fm1gi ht; t; fgi)))Only the three variable references within this if expression remain to beexpanded. The binding name, G2, for the �rst and second of these isrecorded as a lexical variable in the expand-time environment so both sim-ply expand into G2. The binding name for the third is t, which has nobinding in the lexical expand-time environment; therefore it expands intoa top-level reference to t. Thus, the �nal output from the expander is(let ((G1 #f))(let ((G2 G1))(if G2 G2 t)))4.3. CapturingThe procedure datum->syntax-object must construct \implicit identi�ers"that behave as if they had appeared in place of the template identi�er whenthe template identi�er was �rst introduced. That is, if datum->syntax-objectis called with an identi�er i1 and a symbol s2, where the symbolic nameof i1 is s1, datum->syntax-object should create the identi�er i2 that wouldhave resulted had s2 appeared in place of s1 in the original input. Thefollowing de�nition for imp-id captures this semantics:



28 DYBVIG, HIEB, AND BRUGGEMANimp-id : Ident � Sym! Identimp-id(s1; s2) = s2imp-id(mark(i;m); s) = mark(imp-id(i; s); m)imp-id (subst(i1; i2; s1); s2) = subst(imp-id(i1; s2); i2; s1)Supporting imp-id means that the representation of identi�ers cannotomit failed substitutions, since the new accessor imp-id can observe them.Intermediate substitutions are still unimportant, however, and substitu-tions that fail because of mismatched marks can still be discarded. Thusthe representation of identi�ers as triples can be adapted by replacing thebinding name in an identi�er triple with an environment that maps Symto Sym. resolve must then apply the environment to the symbolic nameto get the binding name. imp-id(i; s) simply builds a new identi�er triplefrom s and the environment and marks from i.4.4. A lazy substitution-based macro systemThe substitution-based macro system has the virtue of providing an in-tuitive, alpha substitution-based solution to the hygiene problem. Unfor-tunately, its implementation as suggested above is too expensive. Theexpense arises from the desire to make pairs transparent to hygiene opera-tions. To maintain this transparency, every mark or substitution operationmust be propagated immediately to all the identi�ers in an expression.Consequently, the overhead incurred by the hygienic algorithm at each ex-pansion step that uses these operations is proportional to the size of theexpression, compared to constant overhead in a traditional system. This isprecisely the source of the complexity problem for the KFFD algorithm.We solve this problem by making substitutions and markings \lazy" onstructured expressions. Eventually, the work of propagating identi�er op-erations must be done. If Exp were being used only as syntax, it would bereasonable to let structure accessors do the work. For instance, we couldhave car(mark(cons(e1; e2); m)) = mark (e1; m):Rather than alter the de�nitions of car and other accessors, however, weprovide an accessor that exposes the outermost structure of an expressionby pushing identi�er information down to its constituent parts:expose : Exp! Expexpose(i) = iexpose(mark(cons(e1; e2); m)) = cons(mark(e1; m);mark(e2; m))etc.



SYNTACTIC ABSTRACTION IN SCHEME 29The functionality of expose is required only by syntax-case, which usesexpose to destructure the input value as far as necessary to match againstthe input patterns.It remains to construct a concrete Exp algebra. Expressions with pendingsubstitutions or marks can be represented as distinguished triples (wrappedexpressions) of the form he; u; fm : : :gi, where e is an expression, u is anenvironment mapping Ident to Sym, and fm : : :g is a set of zero or moremarks. Pushing a substitution onto a wrapped expression involves updatingthe wrapped expression's environment with the new substitution. Mark-ing a wrapped expression involves adding the mark to the mark set of thewrapped expression or removing it if the mark is already in the set. Markingalso requires adding (removing) the mark to (from) the mark sets of eachidenti�er in the wrapped expression's environment. Pairs, symbols, andconstants can use traditional representations. To avoid complexity prob-lems, additional constraints must be imposed. In particular, the expressioncomponent of a wrapped expression must not be another wrapped expres-sion. This property can be maintained by having expose combine marksets and environments when it pushes a wrapping onto another wrappedexpression. Since marks \stick" only to new elements introduced by macrotransformers, a wrapped expression will have more than one mark only if itis generated by a macro whose de�nition was itself generated by a macro.In practice the mark �eld of a wrapped expression rarely has more than onemark. Consequently, handling marks is cheap and the complexity problemscaused by \eager" mark propagation are avoided.4.5. Source-object correlationThe lazy substitution model can be adapted easily to support source-objectcorrelation. We allow an expression to be annotated with information aboutits source by extending Exp with an additional constructor:source : Exp� Annotation! ExpAn annotation (a 2 Annotation) is an unspeci�ed data structure that pro-vides information about the source of an expression, such as its location ina �le.Source annotations can be passed along by the expander to the evaluator,where they can be used to provide debugging information. Thus we mightadd to the de�nition of expand :expand(source(e; a); r) = source(expand(e; r); a)The expander can also use source annotations to report errors it detects.



30 DYBVIG, HIEB, AND BRUGGEMANOtherwise, operations ignore or drop source annotations. For instance:expose(source(e; a)) = expose(e)mark(source(e; a); m) = source(mark(e;m); a)id? (source(e; a)) = id? (e)resolve(source(i; a)) = resolve(i)Since expose drops annotations, they are invisible to procedures that needto examine the structure of an expression. Previously constants were thesole class of expressions una�ected by syntactic operations. Since constantscan also be annotated, however, they too must be \exposed" before they canbe examined. Source annotations can be implemented by adding another�eld to the wrapped expression structure of Section 4.4.5. ConclusionsThe macro system described in this article, syntactic closures as augmentedby Hanson [3, 13], and the Clinger and Rees \explicit renaming" sys-tem [4, 5] are all compatible with the \high-level" facility (syntax-rules)described in the Revised4 Report on Scheme [6]. Thus, the three systemsdi�er primarily in the treatment of \low-level" macros. Our system extendsautomatic hygiene and referential transparency to the low level, whereasthe other systems require explicit renaming of identi�ers or construction ofsyntactic closures, which is tedious and error-prone. In addition, we haveextended the automatic syntax checking, input destructuring, and outputrestructuring previously available only to high-level macros to the low level.In fact, our system draws no distinction between high- and low-level macros,so there is never a need to completely rewrite a macro originally writtenin a high-level style because it needs to perform some low-level operation.We have also provided a mechanism for correlating source and object codeand introduced a hygiene-preserving mechanism for controlled identi�ercapture, both of which are unique to our system.An important aspect of our work is its thoroughgoing treatment of identi-�ers. Since identi�ers cannot be treated as simple symbolic data in hygienicsystems, the macro writer must be given tools that respect their essentialproperties. We provide tools for introducing new identi�ers in a hygienicand referentially-transparent manner, for constructing macros that implic-itly bind or reference identi�ers, and for comparing identi�ers according totheir intended use as free identi�ers, bound identi�ers, or symbolic data.Although our work is designed to provide a macro system with automatichygiene for Scheme and other Lisp dialects, it could be adapted to languagesin which programs and data do not share the same structure. An abstractsyntax object representing each syntactic construct in the language must
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